A VERY HANDY GLUE BOTTLE
By George White

When I was at Johnson City for the indoor NATS this past summer I was introduced to a very nice little bottle for applying glue without having more of it on the joint than was necessary.

For almost all my building needs I've used a combination of 50% duco and 50% acetone, and applied it by using the small bottles available from A2Z folks in Colorado. They have two sizes of needle tops. I use the large one for glue and the small one for keeping a bit of acetone available for correcting the many mistakes I make. The downside of using A2Z's bottles is that I have to keep a short piece of .012” wire handy to unclog the needle when glue dries on the tip.

The bottle I found at Johnson City is made by Dennis Tyson and his son Parker, who sold them to raise money for Parker to go to the F1D world champs. As you can see from the photo, the bottle has its own unclogging wire built in. At $10 that's a nice deal. Check out http://www.indoornews.com/, or send them an email at ddyson@peoplepc.com